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Executive Summary

The Soviet army today is essentially a conventional army that is th e

product of Imperial Russian military tradition passed on directly to th e

Soviets via the Imperial army officers who joined the Red Army in the 192 0 ' s .

The recruitement system for both officers and men, the system of militar y

districts, the basic tactical doctrines, the status of the officer in th e

larger society are all derived directly from the Imperial tradition . The

following present-day implications may be drawn from these facts :

1) The loyalty of Soviet officers is unlikely to be shaken by an y

outside event short of a collapse of central political authorit y

2) The Soviet army is and will remain one of the chief instrument s

of national assimilation (Russianization) .

3) The army will remain " outside of politics " .

4) Both the priviliged position of .the professional military office r

and the generous exemption of educated men from significant miltary servic e

tend to keep civilian and military societies separate and tend to accelarated

the development of and an increasingly stratified society, not unlike th e

prerevolutionarly one, although the labels are differen t

The extensive analysis or Imperial military budgets has demonstrate d

that although the Imperial government in the late 19th century activel y

pursued the problem of maintaining technological parity with Western Europ e

the chief budgetary problem remained the large overall size of the arme d

forces (including the navy) . The Soviet government has followed a similar

course . Thus in considering the question of arms reduction both the

question of cost of high technology weapons and gross size of forces mus t

be weighed when attempting to estimate the urgency of Soviet interest i n

lowering defense costs .
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This study, part of a larger continuing project, places the Russian

military effort in the perspective of nearly two hundred years of data o n

military budgets and manpower levies . The aim is to achieve some under -

standing of the nature of the military burden on Russian society and how i t

changed in the course of nearly two centuries, and to suggest the relevanc e

of this approach for current studies confined to the recent past .

In the 18th and the first half of the 19th centuries the primary cos t

of maintaining all armies was that of food and clothing for men and of fod-

der for the multitude of horses required . In the pre-industrial age th e

cost of weapons was an insignificant portion of the overall expenditure .

This situation gave Russia an important advantage over its Western rival s

because its political and social structure made the mobilization of men and

the collection of taxes to support them while in the army easier than fo r

the old regime monarchies of the West .

The French Revolution eliminated the traditional barriers in the Wes t

to the mobilization of both human and material resources by the state .

Nineteenth and twentieth century Russian military problems must be under -

stood in that light . Down to 1874 the essentially Petrine system of a large

standing army was maintained and although it had proved fully adequate t o

repel Napoleon and dominate Europe for several decades, its inflexible nature

became apparent during the Crimean War, and it was finally abandoned in 1874 .

Russia then adopted a system of general military conscription, relativel y

short-term service, and a large reserve force similar to that already de-

veloped by the other major continental powers .
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The other major change faced by Russia after the Crimean War was tha t

the second half of the 19th century, down to World War I, was marked by ex-

tensive industrialization throughout Western Europe and the rapid developmen t

of new weapons and the adoption of modern industrial techniques for thei r

production . The analysis of the military budgets in the 19th century wa s

expected to reveal a dramatic rise in the proportion of total expenditure s

devoted to weapons, as opposed to subsistence . In fact this simply did no t

happen (even if naval expenditures are included) ; the primary cost remaine d

that of subsistence, suggesting that the burden of maintaining Russia's posi-

tion as a great power was not seriously affected by the industrial revolution ,

but remained a function of the overall size of the military forces, not o f

the rapidly changing nature of their armament . Russia's difficulties in

maintaining its position as a great power were therefore primarily a reflec-

tion of its overall poverty and its need for a large army compared to th e

other major powers, rather than any inability to finance particular weapons .

Examination of total defense costs (army and navy) as a proportion o f

the total state budget over the same long period also produced a surprisin g

result . The proportion of state expenditures devoted to defense generally

declined throughout most of the 19th century, virtually to the eve of World

War I . No single area of state expenditure, except railroad building, too k

a large share of what had formerly been devoted to military expenses, bu t

there was clearly a lessened emphasis on defense as other demands drew o n

the state's limited resources . The modernizing state was gradually under -

taking to do more things, so the particularly favored position once occupie d

by the military could not be maintained .

The burden of military recruitment on the population is examined ove r

approximately the same long period covered by the budget studies . Down to
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1874 the standing army was based on long-term service by a relatively smal l

number of conscripts levied from the peasant population . The methods use d

to carry out the levies were crude and harsh, but effective from the stand -

point of the state, although the process was slow and inflexible . Despite

the crushing effect on individuals and frequently on families, the statistica l

evidence suggests that, except for a few brief wartime periods, the impact o f

recruitment on rural society was not an excessive economic burden . Calcula-

tions of the cost of maintaining a single soldier, compared to the state' s

revenue from an individual peasant reveal a surprising degree of continuity .

About the same number of peasant taxpayers are needed to support an individua l

soldier in 1897 as in the mid-18th century .

Finally, the discussion deals with the relationship of the nobility t o

the officer corps of the army . Not only does the proportion of officers fro m

noble backgrounds decline in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries, bu t

the proportion of the total nobility in military service declines, suggestin g

a tendency for Russian society to be "demilitarized . "

Part IV suggests that the kinds of questions suggested by this long-ter m

analysis of the Russian military burden in the 18th and 19th centuries an d

its relationship to Russian society could fruitfully be asked about the de-

velopment of the Soviet army and of Soviet society in the past 64 years . How

do various budgetary categories relate to the military expenditures as a

whole over time, and to the state budget as a whole? Do existing tendencie s

in the USSR suggest the development of an hereditary elite based on militar y

service or access to specific military educational establishments?



Introduction

From Peter the Great's defeat of Charles XII at Poltava (1709) to th e

present day Russia has usually enjoyed, and always sought, the role of a "grea t

power" in the international arena of the day, first Europe-wide and ultimatel y

world-wide . Both in terms of the underlying realities of power and the ide a

others have had of Russia there has always been an element of the paradoxica l

in this usually real or sometimes pretended status . On the one hand there was

the image of great armies ready to respond to the whim of sovereign authority ,

backed up by enormous, but unspecified natural resources . On the other han d

Russia was regarded, and indeed still is at times regarded, as backward, crude ,

savage, barbaric, and so forth - in other words, not fit for comparison wit h

other powers, except when they are confronted with the need to deal with actua l

Russian power in concrete terms .

The reason for this paradoxical attitude was and is, of course, that bot h

estimations are correct, if not complete . Russia was backward compared to th e

West in 1709 and is so even today in many important respects, particularly i n

ways that are sure to be noticed by the cultured and sophisticated visitors wh o

are likely to write about it . Yet the reality of Russian power has been and i s

undeniable, despite low points in 1856 and 1917 which have proven to be relativel y

short-lived . A sober British military historian, R .W . Phipps, writing in the

20th century described the Russian army fighting in Switzerland in 1799 as ,

. . .a barbarian force trained to fight with civilized weapons, extraordinaril y

ignorant and careless, formidable to any enemy which it could reach with Suvorov' s

favorite weapon, the bayonet or cold steel, but liable to suffer much from th e

fire of the agile French, who slipped away from its charges ." 1 The interestin g

thing about Phipps' comment is that-the tactical differences described, th e

-1-
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bayonet charge by a compact column of men versus fire from a dispersed an d

relatively more mobile infantry force have nothing to do with "barbarity" o r

"ignorance ." Both were accepted techniques of late 18th century warfare . The

choice between the two differing techniques may well reflect significant dif-

ferences in the armies of Russia and revolutionary France, but they are no t

matters that can be attributed to "barbarity ." Certainly the armies of both

Suvorov and Korsakov in Switzerland lived off the land (i .e ., pillaged) to an

extent that horrified both the victimized Swiss population and contemporar y

observers such as the representative of the English king, William Wickham ,

Phipps' main source on Russian matters . 2 That, however, is another matter an d

has nothing to do with the tactical differences described by Phipps . One might

even argue that the living off the land anticipated the practices of the revo-

lutionary era, whether or not it was "barbaric . "

Wickham is indeed a fine example of the ambivalent attitude of Wester n

observers toward Russia in the 18th century and in more recent years as well .

In describing the defeat of Korsakov at Zurich he writes of the Russian troops :

Without having seen it, it is not possible to have an ide a
of the manner in which the Russian infantry behaved . In the
course of the morning I had the opportunity of conversing
with military men of different services, who all agreed i n
saying that nothing they had ever seen was at all to be com-
pared to it either for steadiness under fire, or boldnes s
and rapidity of attack . 3

The same Wickham, however, revealed a profound prejudice to anything "Eastern "

when he wrote a few weeks later of a meal he had at Suvorov's headquarters :

"The dinner, the whole manner of serving it, and above all the servants wh o

attended, were so very dirty and disgusting that General Jelachich, though a

Croat, could not bring himself to eat a single mouthful ." 4 Thirty years earlie r

an English representative in St . Petersburg exhibited a severe case of cultur e

shock when he complained to the Duke of Grafton that Russia was "not civilized,"
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that it was like "Thibet or the domain of Prester John ." 5 Similar example s

could be multiplied from almost any period down to the present day . The point

is that because Russia was unquestionably different from Western Europe i n

significant ways, it was and is difficult for Western observers to apply thei r

usual standards of judgment to her . If the Russians won a battle or a war i t

was because of "barbaric strength" or some such meaningless phrase conjuring up

visions of hordes from the east overwhelming the decadent West . Or the Western

loss is excused on the basis of some "unique" factor : the weather (Napoleon) ,

the incompetence of the opponent (all the Turkish wars), the errors of the op-

posing general (Charles XII), the diplomatic alignment of the powers (The Seven

Years War), and so forth . Of course when the Russians did lose, it was eas y

enough to explain it in terms of backwardness or ignorance . None of these ex-

planations offer a useful approach to understanding how Russia has been able

to play the role of a great power for so long yet seemingly remain so "backward "

in so many respects .

The bottom line in war is winning . For whatever reasons, Russia did jus t

that in virtually every conflict she entered from the Great Northern War o f

Peter the Great (1700-1722) to the defeat in the Crimea in 1856 (the major ex-

ceptions are the defeat of Peter I by the Turks on the Pruth in 1713, and the

short-lived Napoleonic success leading to the treaty in Tilsit in 1807), and

has enjoyed similar success since World War I . Whatever unique factors may

have been involved in each case, and there are always unique factors, wars are

never fought with every factor balanced so the "best" side wins ; one must try

to explain roughly 150 years of military success in terms of Russia's resources ,

organization, technology, motivation and so on . It is simply absurd to think

of 150 years of good luck that made the special circumstances in every cas e

turn out to be in Russia's favor . Of course, nobody says that point blank, but
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the lack of alternative systematic explanation, plus the tendency to explai n

each individual success solely in terms of special circumstances implies suc h

an absurd conclusion . It could be argued that Russia should have done even

better than it did given its extensive resources . We shall, however, confine

ourselves to attempting to understand what actually did take place and leav e

aside the questions of "what if . "

What needs to be considered in a systematic examination of the factor s

that enabled Russia to be a great power, and what did this effort mean fo r

Russia itself? They can be grouped under the following headings : 1) the quan-

tity of resources, human and material available ; 2) the ability of the state t o

divert these resources from private to public (i .e ., military) use ; and 3) the

quality of the military effort made . Was it superior or inferior to those o f

the West in what manner and why? The ultimate aim of this project as a whol e

is to deal with all three of these aspects, for the period 1700-1914 . The pre -

sent, preliminary, report shall deal primarily with the first two categories .



Part I

Size and Quantity of Resource s

Since the mid-17th century at least, Russia has been very large in term s

of overall area . But except in defensive warfare that is a disadvantage, be -

cause of the great difficulty of transport and communication particularly, bu t

not exclusively, in the pre-industrial era . It was as far from Moscow to th e

Western border of Russia in the late 18th century as it is from Paris to Budapest .

From Moscow to Warsaw is well over 700 miles and from there it is still anothe r

three hundred odd miles to Berlin . Prior to the era of railroads this mean t

that masses of men and horses had to be fed for long periods when they wer e

simply moving from one place to another .

Even by eighteenth century standards Russian armies moved slowly . Early

in the Seven Years War the average was 1 .5 to 3 .7 miles a day over periods o f

several months . Later in the war the average approached ten miles . Frederick

the Great reportedly could manage 15 miles a day during the same conflict . At

the end of the century, Suvorov, noted for his speed in moving his armies ,

supposedly averaged 21 miles a day during the Italian campaign . Clausewitz ,

writing after the Napoleonic wars, says that 15 miles a day (or ten over long

periods) is all that could be expected on level territory and that the maximum

that could ever be reached was 25-30 miles a day in a forced march that coul d

not continue more than a day or two .' Thus a march from Moscow to Warsaw woul d

require 70 days or from Warsaw to Berlin about 30 days at ten miles a day, a

situation that did not change until the development of an extensive railroa d

network in the decades following the Crimean War . Of course Russia could and

did station troops near the frontiers, but at some time or other the men an d

supplies had to be brought from the, interior except for the relatively smal l

portion that could be drawn from the immediate area .

-5-
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Until the partition of Poland and the annexation of the Crimea in the lat e

19th century, Russia's frontiers were at a considerable distance from those o f

her likely continental opponents, Prussia, Austria, and Turkey . Only Sweden ,

after 1722 a secondary power, bordered directly on Russia . Merely getting her

forces to a potential battle field was a formidable task for Russia in the pre -

railroad age . Not only were the distances greater than farther west, but the

territories involved, both within Russia and immediately beyond her borders ,

were relatively poor and thinly populated compared to Western and even Centra l

Europe, making it much more difficult to obtain supplies en route . Transport

of supplies meant horses, and horses required fodder, which, because of its

bulk and weight had to be acquired locally . That, not the discomfort of the

cold, was the primary reason that winter marches or campaigns were rare and

brief . Russian peasants had always taken advantage of the snow-smoothed frozen

roads to move their goods by sled, but feeding the few animals involved from

local resources was an entirely different matter than finding fodder fo r

thousands of animals from the limited stores of a poor and scattered loca l

population . The Russians' unopposed march from Tilsit to Koenigsberg in Jan-

uary 1758 was regarded as an exceptional feat .
7

That Russian armies had to go farther in order to fight meant not onl y

that they needed more time, but more men as well . Losses to disease were high .

Once out of friendly territory large numbers of men had to be used to protec t

lines of communication . Exactly how great such losses were depended on th e

particular circumstances - the weather, the length of time involved - but i t

was always substantial . To take perhaps the most dramatic example of all ,

Napoleon's army invading Russia lost 95,000 men to non-battle causes in 51 day s

from June 24th to August 15th, 1812, and on the eve of Borodino on September 7th

the original 450,000 were reduced to 133,000 . 8 Russia therefore needed to
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maintain a larger army than her neighbors simply to remain on an equal footing .

It is particularly in the matter of population that we are accustomed t o

think of Russia having an overwhelming advantage . In the early and mid-18th

century this is simply not the case however one looks at it . Despite the un-

certainty of population statistics and data on the size of armies, it is clea r

that in 1750 the Russian army and the Russian population were roughly the sam e

as those of France . Austria had more population per soldier than either Franc e

or Russia . Prussia, of course, was far smaller and to field an army half th e

size of France's or Russia's had to mobilize a far larger portion of its nativ e

population plus a large number of non-Prussian recruits . The army as a per-

centage of population was identical for France and Russia (1 .5 percent), signifi-

cantly lower for Austria (1 .0 percent) and much higher for Prussia (4 percent )

(see Table I) .

Under 18th century conditions gross population was simply not a limitin g

condition for the larger powers . The social, political, and economic change s

of the revolutionary period enabled France to mobilize far larger armies tha n

those of the Ancien Regime . Russia, with a totally unaltered social, economic ,

and political system was able to do the same . As long as armies operated i n

the field as single units and fought according to the classic linear tactic s

of the mid-18th century there were real practical limits on the numbers o f

troops that could be used at one time in battle or could be moved from plac e

to place without the collapse of the supply system .

In order to march along roads the 18th century army was formed on lon g

columns only a few men wide . In order to bring the firepower of its musket s

to bear on the enemy it deployed into long thin lines only two or three me n

deep on the battlefield, of necessity a relatively open and level place . Thi s

was a slow process and once accomplished the army could move only with great
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difficulty . A force of 60,000 men in line was five to six miles wide . 9 There

was a limit on the length of line that could be managed . To reform the line

angled in another direction was extremely difficult . Frederick the Great wa s

able, repeatedly, to defeat superior forces by placing his line at an angle t o

one end of his opponent's line and attacking quickly, thus concentrating his

force on one part of the enemy who could not wheel his remaining forces aroun d

quickly enough to save the day . Frederick could do this because his men wer e

drilled to deploy from column to line more rapidly than any of hi s rivals.10

Only at the end of the century when armies were divided up into divisions tha t

moved by parallel routes and united at the battlefields, and battles were fough t

with more flexible units, light infantry operating in small units and attack

columns, was it possible to use much larger forces .

It was also true that the old regime monarchies in the West could no t

afford larger forces . The sovereign had limited ability to collect revenue an d

to mobilize his subjects . Substantial, although widely varying, proportion o f

the West European armies were foreign mercenaries who often joined for the en-

listment bonus and hoped to desert at the earliest opportunity and repeat the

process . Soldiers, native or foreign, were not expected to fight with enthus-

iasm or dedication to a cause . The kind of soldier that composed the 18th

century army could only be used where there was constant supervision and each

action was the product of constant repetition and harsh discipline . The long

thin line had evolved from the more compact formations of the previous century

as the best way to maximize the effective firepower of men armed with muskets .

As the limitations and weakness of armies deployed in thin inflexible line s

became apparent new techniques were developed, or at least proposed, but i t

was only with the social and political changes attending the French revolutio n

that they could be fully realized .
11
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In the mid-18th century when the gross size of armies was relatively un -

important, Russia's population was comparable to that of France or Austria .

By the early nineteenth century when numbers came to mean much more, and the ol d

limits on the numbers of men that could be mobilized in the West had broke n

down, the growth of the Russian empire and the natural increase had pushed th e

Russian population to about one and a half times that of those other powers .

Thus Russia in 1812 could compete with the Napoleonic armies by mobilizin g

roughly the same proportion of the population as it had in the past . By the n

overall size had become a significant advantage .

Armies are not only men . They must be supplied with food, clothing, and

equipment . In the present day we automatically think primarily in terms o f

the last of these three, weapons and munitions . We are all too familiar wit h

the overwhelming cost of planes, tanks, modern explosives and so forth . Uniforms

and food for those who use modern weapons have become a relatively minor matter .

The "backward" countries of our own day are largely dependent on the "advanced "

ones for military equipment . In the late 19th and early 20th century Russi a

found it necessary to purchase some military hardware abroad and to expand it s

own armaments industry . The problems involved and the implications of thi s

effort will be discussed subsequently . In the eighteenth century and down t o

the mid-19th century the situation was entirely different . The technology o f

weapons remained essentially constant throughout the 18th and well into th e

19th century . Peter the Great, Frederick the Great, Napoleon, and even

Nicholas I fought their wars with very much the same equipment .

The military hardware of the day was simpl e — muskets, muzzle-loading canon ,

and bayonets - and, with static technology, weapons did not become obsolete an d

individual pieces lasted a long time . Muskets were expected to last at leas t

40 years and many were in service much longer . The Commander of the Litovskii
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Regiment reported in 1802 that his men had muskets that went back to 1700 .

Presumably the commander was not boasting about the antique weapons in hi s

arsenal, but even if we assume that the average life of a musket was only 2 0

or 30 years it puts the problem of equipping an army into new perspective .

Armies in the eighteenth century were rarely destroyed or forced to abando n

their hand weapons, so once a reasonably large arsenal was built up, the deman d

for new muskets was confined to replacements and enough to match the slow in -

crease in the total size of the army, from about 200,000 in 1719 to aroun d

450,000 in 1795 . Artillery, because it was hard to move, was more frequentl y

lost when a battle was lost .

Russia apparently had little difficulty in becoming largely self-sufficien t

in the production of muskets . As early as 1710 an Austrian diplomat in Russi a

reported to his government that it was no longer necessary for Peter's govern-

ment to import muskets because there were now ample supplies made from domestic

iron . 13 Certainly when there was a rapid increase in the size of the army, a s

between 1740 and 1756 (from 240,494 to 344,000), there may well have been tem-

porary shortages or the need to import some additional weapons, although I have

found no specific evidence of such occasions . On the whole it is clear tha t

shortages of muskets were not a significant problem for the Russian army in th e

pre-industrial era . Over the 41-year period from 1737 to 1778 the main stat e

arsenal at Tula produced 573,369 basic infantry muskets, an average of nearl y

14,000 a year, plus over 200,000 firearms of other types . These figures seem

consistent with the notion that Russia was self-sufficient in hand guns .
14

The artillery, except for siegecraft, was the most technologically advance d

division of warfare, both in its employment and in its manufacture . If tech-

nological or economic backwardness were a major factor in Russian military affair s

there is where it would presumably be the most evident . In fact, it is partic -

12
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ularly in this area where Russia earned early and continued distinction . As

early as 1705 the English Ambassador, Charles Whitworth, comments on the hig h

quality of Russian artillery and the tradition seems to have been maintaine d

down through the 18th century, during the Seven Years War, into the Napoleoni c

period and even through the Crimean War . 1 5

The production of cannon occasioned somewhat more difficulty than th e

production of muskets, but the important point is that from Peter's time onward

the Russians managed it, indeed they had gotten off to a good start well before

the 18th century . 16 Russia had a more than adequate supply of pig iron fro m

the early 18th century onward, drawn largely from the large ironworks in the

Urals and smaller centers more convenient to Moscow and St . Petersburg . Some

of this iron was exported in unfinished form, a fact that is sometimes mis-

leadingly cited to support the contention that Russia was in some way an indus-

trial leader in the 18th century . The techniques of smelting iron ore wer e

actually not particularly difficult, and once learned the scale of productio n

depended on the amount of ore, charcoal, and cheap labor available, commoditie s

that were readily at hand in the Ural area . Making reliable cannon, particularly

the larger sizes in large numbers, was considerably more difficult than simply

producing pig iron . Casting iron guns that would not crack or burst when fire d

was a task that required an experienced master foundryman whose knowledge was

intuitive and not based on any readily reproduced application of metallurgica l

chemistry . 17 As late as the 1780s Russia was still importing foreign expert s

to help set up new cannon foundries . Nevertheless, despite the myriad diffi-

culties with local labor, inconsistent government policies, foreigners who were

often far from virtuous and sometimes incompetent, and so forth, enough cannon

were produced to maintain the reputation of the Russian artillery in wartime .

Although there were changes in design, including attempts to lighten the
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overall weight of field pieces, and standardize calibers, the basic nature o f

the weapon did not change and once cast it has a long useful life . The produc-

tion of cannon and of muskets like that of iron itself was a task that could be

accomplished with a tiny handful of skilled men (whether or not some of thes e

were foreign does not really matter) supported by a larger force of unskille d

peasant laborers . The scale of the whole operation did not impinge on the

economy as a whole or require changes in the social order or the general leve l

of education . Only in the remote Ural area where the iron smelting industry

was locally quite significant did it disturb the traditional order . But that

industry remained isolated and ultimately stagnated when it was unable to shift

from charcoal to coke in the early 19th century . Russia was able to meet its

needs for military hardware without great difficulty for nearly 150 years and

it did this without making any important change in any aspect of the economy

or the social system except the most narrowly defined and locally specialized

production facilities .

A more difficult problem for Russia than arming her troops was clothin g

them . Not only did the severe climate require warm garments, but the fashion s

and style of warfare from the time of Peter the Great onwards required stan-

dardized and reasonably handsome uniforms . The tactics of the age regarded the

individual soldier as a cog in a machine and certainly each cog should look the

same and add to the overall appearance of the machine . Peter the Great was the

first Tsar to require all Russian soldiers to wear specified uniforms . Prio r

to Peter only certain special regiments had uniforms and the mass of gentr y

cavalry wore whatever they liked . 18 One of the major industrial achievement s

of the Petrine era was to make substantial progress in the development of a

woolen textile industry that could meet the army's demand for heavy woolen cloth .

The demand was so large, however, that it was not until the 1760s that domestic
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production was sufficient, but from time to time the demands of war-time militar y

expansion required imports from abroad . Only in 1824 was the government finally

able to announce that the problem of cloth supply for the army and navy had bee n

solved "forever ." Very much like the Ural iron industry which became technolog-

ically obsolete in the early 19th century, the woolen cloth producers wer e

technologically conservative, depended on state orders and were unable to com-

pete in the civilian market which demanded finer fabrics . Ultimately it was

in cottons, not woolens, that the first modern textile industry developed i n

Russia in the early 19th century . "Soldiers cloth," as the coarse wool wa s

called, was produced in small factories scattered around the countryside on th e

estates of nobles, or where villages of state peasants had been turned over t o

merchant entrepreneurs early in the 18th century . Far from becoming foci for

further industrialization or urbanization, they tended to revert to agricultur e

when more modern techniques were introduced into the industry in the mid-19t h

century . 19 The production of cloth for uniforms contributed to one of the few

significant agricultural innovations of the pre-emancipation Russia, the intro-

duction of large scale sheep ranching in the new territories near the Blac k

Sea that were annexed in the late 18th century . It was, however, a localize d

phenomenon. sponsored by a few great nobles and it had little impact on Russia n

agriculture and rural society as a whole .

The remaining supplies required by the Russian army were obtained eithe r

from a few specialized state-sponsored enterprises, as in the case of gunpowder ,

which served their purpose without having a significant impact on society o r

the economy as a whole, or the needs for leather goods and the like were me t

from the existing small scale handicraft industry with the Russian merchan t

community acting as middlemen .

The basic point in this discussion has been that from the early 1700s
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through the mid-19th century Russia was able to supply its army with the neede d

equipment and supplies despite its backwardness . There were difficulties, bu t

none that were insurmountable, and after the initial convulsive efforts durin g

the reign of Peter I the effort needed to maintain reasonable levels of suppl y

were by no means extraordinary . The industries that met these military demand s

in the 18th and early 19th centuries were either state-owned or totally dependen t

on state orders and they were, on the whole, technologically static . The in-

dustries that became the first examples of modern factory production in Russia ,

cotton textiles, a mechanized woolen industry and the production of beet sugar ,

were all examples of industries that grew up without direct state purchases or

control, benefitting only from the indirect support of the protective tariff . 20

At least until the Crimean War Russia was able to field a highly successful and

effective army without seriously changing her economic system or developing any-

thing that could be called a modern industrial capacity, even by contemporary

standards . By the time of the Crimean War the situation was beginning to change ,

but it is far from clear that Russia's marginal inferiority in quality an d

quantity of equipment at that time was related to the backwardness of the Russian

economy . The chief problem relating to weapons, the inferior range of Russia n

muskets compared to those of their opponents, could have been rectified . either

by domestic production or purchase abroad if the decision to do so had bee n

made in time . The scale of effort involved was not beyond the capacity of the

then existing fiscal and industrial system . It is better viewed as a failure

of leadership to recognize the significance of the technological advances made

abroad .



Part I I

Mobilization of Resources : The Budget - A Long View

That Russia did not apparently suffer from major shortages of militar y

supplies at least down to the mid-19th century does not mean that her militar y

resources were without limit . It has already been noted that in terms o f

gross manpower Russia was comparable in size to Austria and France in the mid -

18th century and substantially larger by the early 19th . Armies in Wester n

Europe were relatively small prior to the revolutionary era because of th e

fiscal and socio-political restraints that were inherent in the old-regim e

monarchies . Did comparable limits operate in Russia despite the obvious differ-

ences in the social and political systems? In other words was the limitin g

factor institutional rather than physical, and did the limiting factors chang e

in the second half of the 19th century as the technology of warfare began t o

change rapidly ?

First of all one must attempt to determine what were the major costs o f

maintaining an army for the Russian state . Any attempt to examine these cost s

over a long period is fraught with difficulties, particularly for the earlie r .

periods . Both Soviet and pre-revolutionary students of the 18th century stat e

budget throw up their hands in despair before plunging into the subject anyway .

The basic problem is that there really was no state budget in any centralize d

sense of money coming in to a central pot and then flowing out . Instead there

were many little pots, each with its own income and outgo . S .M . Troitskii ,

the leading Soviet student of the subject, says of state expenditures :

The insufficient centralization of financial administration ,
the lack of a central treasury, the secrecy of the budget ,
the unsatisfactory recording of business and lack of account -
ability in agencies, and the almost complete lack of stat e
fiscal control of expenditures, all resulted in the inabilit y
of the state to make an overall account of income and expen-
ditures during the period in question (1725-1763) .

-15-
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Troitskii's distinguished predecessor, N .D . Chechulin, voiced similar complaint s

about the data for the reign of Catherine II : "The data on expenditures that

comes down to us reflects the condition of this branch of finance : reports are

usually incomplete, sometimes contain almost impenetrable confusions and con-

tradictions, partly they are accounts of expenditures made, partly of expendi-

tures proposed . . ." and so forth . Only for the years after 1781 does Chechuli n

feel that he can offer any truly satisfactory accounting .

With those grim warnings in mind we will proceed to see what can be mad e

of the available data . A monetary budget is a way of summarizing the allocatio n

of resources for one purpose or another . Russia's military expenditures could

be expressed in chetverts of grain, arshins of woolen cloth, and poods of meta l

and powder . Those figures, plus the numbers of men involved over the year s

would not be entirely meaningless because there were not too many differen t

things involved and the inputs remained relatively stable for at least 150 years .

But it is precisely this stability that makes the relative importance of th e

inputs important . Presumably the Napoleonic soldier or the early 20th centur y

soldier ate about as much grain and needed about as much woolen cloth for his

uniform as the Petrine soldier . Only if we can compare the relative importanc e

of the sustenance component to the weapons component over time can we begin t o

say something interesting about the nature of Russia's military effort .

To aggregate the various components we depend on prices and frequentl y

prices that are not those actually paid but simply those stated in budgets a s

to what ought to be paid . For example, to estimate the annual cost of uniform s

in 1803 we take the price of each item as stated in the Complete Code of Laws

of the Russian Empire, divide the price by the expected years of useful life ,

also included in the laws, add up the various items to get an annual uniform

cost, and multiply by the number of soldiers to get a total, and we come out ,

21
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perhaps surprisingly, with a plausible number . 22 The sources used in Table I I

which summarize the available data are diverse, and include both archival mater -

ial and information from published sources .

Nevertheless the basic picture is clear . The chief cost of having an army

was food, fodder, and clothing . Officers were expected to meet all their living

expenses including uniforms and weapons from their pay (and their own privat e

resources if they had any) . The ranks received a tiny sum for personal expenses ,

plus a ration of flour, an allotment of cloth from which to make their uniforms ,

and money for "meat and salt ." These items were usually given to groups of men ,

"artely," who cooperated in cooking, sewing and so forth . In the 18th and earl y

19th centuries there was no provision in the budget for housing, and barrack s

were not built until well into the 19th century . Except on campaigns the troops

were quartered in towns and villages in private homes, much to the distress of

the occupants . Householders were paid an allowance to cover the cost of feeding

their "guests" and towns without troops to quarter paid an additional tax fo r

the privilege of not having them . In the field officers had to provide thei r

own tents (at 15 rb ., specified to last five years, i .e ., 3 rb.a year) . Th e

men were expected to construct their own huts from local materials, and at leas t

one foreign observer remarked on how very good the Russian peasant soldiers were

at this task . 2 3

Prior to 1863 there are no convenient series of budget data available fro m

either published or archival sources . Nevertheless, the predominance of sub-

sistence expenses over the cost of weapons is overwhelmingly clear despite the

scattered nature of the data . In 1731, for example, pay, uniforms, and food fo r

officers and men took up 89 percent of the statutory budget of an infantry regi-

ment, while muskets and acoutrements amounted to only six percent . In a cavalry

regiment the relative share of subsistence for men falls because of the cost of
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the horses themselves and of their food (29 percent of the total), but the shar e

represented by weapons, ten percent, remains virtually unchanged . 24 Indeed, the

cost of weapons and ammunition was such a minor matter that it does not regularl y

appear in the accounts of the main costs . However, by combining a number o f

archival sources with published data it has been possible to make an estimate o f

the costs of artillery pieces, powder and shot to add to the other costs of a

typical mid-18th century regiment . All the assumptions made in these calculation s

tend to exaggerate the cost of these items ; nevertheless they add only thre e

tenths of one percent to the proportion of regimental expenses (one percent )

attributable to weapons . The data are so imprecise that the true sum could well

be several times greater or less, but the basic picture would not change at all . 2 5

Fielding an army had nothing to do with industry or technology, but simply

depended on the basic productivity of an agricultural economy, and most particu-

larly, on the ability of the state to mobilize those resources, to collec t

revenue in money or in kind that could be used to feed and cloth the army o f

non-productive peasant conscripts, their officers, and the multitude of horse s

needed for both the cavalry and to transport guns and supplies .

The 19th century is, of course, the century of the great economic transfor-

mation of Europe that marked the end of the pre-industrial era . That transforma-

tion had its impact on warfare, as it had on every other aspect of life . How

and when did the industrialization of warfare begin to affect Russia? The pro-

blem is of central importance, because the argument of this paper is that a s

long as warfare was essentially pre-industrial, Russia suffered no great dis-

advantages vis a vis the West, and indeed may have had certain significant

advantages .

Any number of approaches to the problem could be used : the adoption of new

weapons, the extension of railroads and their integration into a modern system
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of strategic planning, and so forth . The approach here will be to examine th e

relative importance of various components of the military budget over a lon g

period of time .

The relatively few scholars who have examined the problem have confine d

their attention almost entirely to the last decade or two of Imperial power .
26

A meaningful discussion of the Russian military burden requires a longer ter m

perspective . The extent, nature, and timing of new military costs can only b e

understood in the light of prior circumstances . Did, for example, the re-equip-

ment of the Russian army with breach-loading rifles or other types of newly -

developed armament bring about significant changes in the pattern of militar y

expenditures? The question is not an easy one to answer because there is neve r

enough money in a state budget, in Russia or anywhere else, for all pressin g

needs . Contemporary comments will invariably speak of the unbearable burde n

of existing expenditures, not to mention any new ones that may be contemplated .

Some costs, particularly those involving large purchases abroad, are far mor e

conspicuous than others . The approach adopted here is to examine militar y

expenditure as a proportion of total state expenditure and the component ele-

ments of the military budget as a proportion of total military expenditure s

and to do this, in so far as possible, over the entire 18th and 19th centuries

and down to 1914 .

As the discussion has already demonstrated, the fragmentary, but clearl y

convincing, evidence available for the 18th and first half of the 19th centurie s

shows that weapons and munitions were an insignificant part of military expense s

in those years . Fortunately, from 1863 onward a reasonably detailed breakdown

of the state budget is available in reports submitted to the State Council . The

data is continuous through 1914, although a change in format from 1907 onwards

causes certain relatively minor problems . Table III presents the basic data,
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which is summarized in graphic form in Chart I .

What do these data reveal? Like most sets of statistics they can be inter-

preted in various ways . There is a decline in the relative importance of the

"subsistence" elements in the budget (pay, food, fodder, uniforms and quarters )

and an increase in the share devoted to weapons, precisely as one would expect ,

in the decades that saw a profound transformation in the nature of warfare .

However, what seems really remarkable about these shifts is not that they tak e

place but that they are so modest . From 1863 to 1891 subsistence items comprise

about 60 to 70 percent of the total budget, roughly the same proportion suggeste d

by the much less exact data for scattered years in the previous century . 27 From

1891 through 1912 the proportion varies slightly above and below 55 percent ,

only slipping very slightly below 50 percent in 1913 and 1914 . Certainly a

decline of 15 to 20 percent in total share is significant, but it is far fro m

a transformation of the pattern of military expenditure . Subsistence remaine d

by far the largest single item of expense, despite the advent of a wide range

of new weapons .

What does happen to the proportionate share of weapons in total cost? Ther e

is, surprisingly, no clear trend . Weapons share of total expense wobble abov e

and below 10 percent, reaching a "peak" of 12-15 percent on three widely separat e

occasions : 1870-73 (12-13%), 1893-97 (13-16%), and 1909-14 (12-15%) . There i s

no steady upward trend in weapons expenditures as a share of the total, but

rather a relatively steady level with three humps that clearly represent periods

of special effort in that area . At their very highest proportion (1894) they

only reached 16 percent of the total . Does this mean that Russia was ignorin g

the transformation of warfare? Was it failing to acquire the requisite ne w

technology? Possibly, but not necessarily . It is possible that the total cost s

of modern arms, effective though they were to prove to be in World War I, were
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as yet not as overwhelming as generally believed . Comparison with the military

budgets of other great powers of the period should prove useful .

The area where modern technology made its most massive early impact wa s

not, however, in land warfare, but on the sea . The dreadnaught could well b e

regarded as the first great war machine of the industrial age . The famous nava l

rivalry between Britain and Germany on the eve of World War I set the standar d

for lesser powers to emulate . Perhaps it is in naval expenditures that the

major impact of modern technology on the Russian budget is to be found .

Despite Peter the Great's fascination with things maritime, and the crucia l

role that the navy did play at certain points in Russian wartime experience ,

the weight of tradition and the realities of geography dictated that Russia re -

main preeminently a land power . From 1863 to 1894 the naval budget remaine d

under 20 percent of the budget for land forces, although there was a slow an d

irregular rise in the proportion from 12 to 15 percent in the early years t o

17 to 19 percent in the 1890s . In the early 1900s (1901-1905) a vigorous nava l

program drove the share up to around 30 percent, and in the last few years

before World War I (1912-1914) renewed interest in naval expansion caused ex-

penditures to again reach 30 percent .

Capital ships were very expensive and conspicuous . Their construction pro-

duced extensive and angry debates in the Duma, very reminiscent of recent debates

in the American Congress about major weapons systems . How significant actually

was this type of expenditure when viewed from the standpoint of the state's tota l

military and naval expenses? Data on the cost of shipbuilding and naval gun s

are available since 1880 and, as one would expect, these items represent a larg e

portion of naval expenditures, usually a third to somewhat over a half . Inevi-

tably amalgamating military and naval expenses and the cost of ships and weapons

for both services raises the proportion of the total budget devoted to those
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items . But the striking thing is that this proportion remains rather small : i n

the 1880s about 12 percent of the total and after that (except for a dip, 1908-10 )

around 20 percent . Only in 1913, on the eve of World War I, does the percentag e

rise significantly above 20 percent, when it reaches 25 percent . The increased

proportion of hardware expenditures in the 1890s was the result of increased

outlays on weapons for the army, especially modern artillery, and a roughl y

parallel growth in naval costs . The sharp rise from 1911 to 1914 is primaril y

attributable to heavy expenditures on warships .

What is the significance of the fact that throughout the last two decade s

of the Imperial regime about 80 percent of total military and naval expenditures

went for everything except weapons and ships? The situation was surprisingly

similar to that which had faced Russia's rulers for the previous 200 years .

Does it suggest, perhaps, the possibility that Russia simply failed to adop t

the new weapons of the industrial age? The experience of Russian armies i n

World War I confirms this explanation to some extent . Russian forces were les s

well-equiped than those of its opponents, particularly Germany . Nevertheless ,

this explanation is inadequate . Russia did have most of the new weapons, althoug h

it perhaps should have had more of them . If a relatively modest share of tota l

military expenditures could provide much of the modern equipment that was needed ,

why did Russia fail to go all the way? A relatively modest increase in th e

budget share devoted to weapons could well have made a decisive difference i n

Russian military readiness . The answer is, of course, that before one arms a

soldier one must feed, cloth, and house him . Those expenses still loomed th e

largest and they had to come first . The extra rubles for more modern weapon s

were simply not there . As William Fuller has aptly observed, the basic Russia n

budgetary problem was the size of the army, clost to twice as large as that o f

Germany or France in 1891 .
28
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The reason for Russia's large army was partly geographical, the extensiv e

frontiers that had to be guarded, but most significantly the size of the arm y

was a product of Russia's backwardness . Rightly or wrongly it was believed tha t

Russian peasant recruits needed longer training than the better educated con -

scripts in Western Europe . Furthermore, the long distances and less well-developed

rail system demanded that more troops be on active duty to cope with the dange r

represented by more rapidly mobilizing forces, particularly Germany .

In a broad sense Russia's basic military problem in the last decade o f

the monarchy was indeed a product of "backwardness," but not in the sense tha t

we have usually thought of it, the inability to produce or buy enough modern

military hardware because of its limited industrial development . But rather it

was the result of a more fundamental backwardness, measured more in terms of

mass educational standards and the development of basic transport facilities .

Thus far we have looked at the relative importance of various component s

of the military budget and discovered that the development of industry and th e

great technological changes in warfare had little effect on the distributio n

of military expenses . The burden of the military on society remained, as it

always had been, primarily a function of its size, that is, of subsistence ex-

penses . Since the army increased in size throughout the 18th and 19th centuries

(Table I), the natural expectation would be to find a steadily increasing, o r

at least constant, proportion of the state budget spent on the armed forces .

However, the opposite is strikingly the case . Even allowing for the uncertain-

ties of the 18th century fiscal data it is quite clear that from a peak of abou t

half the state's expenditures in the time of Peter the Great and immediatel y

thereafter the proportion declined until the late 18th century, rose to a pea k

of 55 percent during the Napoleonic wars and, most surprisingly, declined

steadily throughout the 19th century and early 20th century, virtually until
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the outbreak of World War I (Table IV) . The decline in the age of Catherin e

the Great, even though the size of the army increased, probably reflects th e

very rapid increase in the size of the empire and its population, and the in -

creased attention and expenditure that Catherine lavished on internal admini-

stration . The peak of the early 19th century may be somewhat misleading be -

cause it has not been possible to eliminate war expenses from the regula r

military budget in that period as has been done later in the century . Never-

theless, how can one explain the fact that the proportion of state expenditure s

in 1910-1914 devoted to the army was perhaps half what it was in the 1820 s

despite the growth of the army and increased expenditures on more costly weapons ?

Part of the answer lies in the assumption by the state of new function s

in the second half of the 19th century . From the 1880s onwards more and more

of the growing railway system came under state control as the state eithe r

built new lines or acquired existing ones from private companies . In 1885 the

Ministry of Transport budget was 2 .5 percent of the total, in 1895 it was 1 1

percent, and by 1908 it had reached 20 percent because all of the expenses o f

running the railways were included in its outlays . Similarly the institutio n

of the state monopoly on the production of spirits in 1895 increased the out -

lays of the Ministry of Finance substantially . Both of these operations wer e

net revenue producers, particularly the spirits monopoly . Eliminating railway s

and spirits from state expenditures increases the share of military expense s

in the total budget enough to level out the decline in the military's shar e

during the final 25 years of the monarchy . It does not, however, alter the

basic pattern of a gradual decline in the military's total share throughou t

most of the 19th century . This decline represents a modest shift of resource s

toward non-military expenditures . No single activity seems to have benefitte d

very dramatically, except the construction of railroads . This fluctuated greatly,
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but from time to time in the late 19th century and early 20th century it too k

up as much as 10 percent of the state budget . Other functions, general internal .

administration (Ministry of Interior) or education, for example, increased thei r

share by very modest amounts, a few percentage points at most . Combining thes e

small increases, however, accounts for most of the shift . The rest is attri-

butable to the growth of payments on the state debt, always a major item . A

more detailed analysis of the debt might permit the assignment of appropriat e

shares of these payments to other categories - rearmament, railroad building ,

wartime expenditures, and so forth .





Part II I

Recruitment - The Human Burde n

The army was, of course, not simply a budgetary matter, not merely a questio n

of diverting physical resources from civilian consumption to military use . It

also involved a massive movement of labor power from one part of the economy to

another . To a very large extent this meant removing peasants from their village s

where they were producing a surplus, or were at least self-sufficient, and put-

ting them in the army where they had to be fed, clothed, and housed, probabl y

at a higher level, at the expense of their fellow villagers throughout the lan d

who remained behind . We have already noted that down to the late 18th century

the population of Russia was not significantly larger than that of the othe r

major powers of Europe . In the 19th century whatever advantage its greater popu-

lation may have provided was counterbalanced by the need to maintain a large r

army to guard the long frontiers and to compensate for the slow process o f

training and mobilizing Russian forces .

Table V gives us some idea of the burden of recruitment on the peasant popu-

lation . The nobility, clergy, and merchants were exempt (the latter two groups

were first awarded the right to purchase substitutes and later in the 18th

century made exempt), so the burden fell on the peasantry and the tiny urban

class subject to taxation (the meshchanstvo) . In the 18th century recruitmen t

was for life, and from the early 19th century for twenty-five years, which for

a large proportion amounted to very nearly the same thing . Certainly for th e

individual selected to fill the village quota recruitment was an unmitigate d

catastrophe, destroying forever his ties to his home and family and the onl y

world he had ever known, since virtually all peasants were illiterate th e

chances of maintaining contact were negligible . The recruit simply was take n

from his village and often was never heard from again . From the point of view

-26-
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of the state the recruitment system worked well . It certainly would not hav e

lasted from the time of Peter the Great till 1874 had it not been essentiall y

satisfactory . An 1832 report stated that the only real problem was its slowness .

From the time the announcement of the levy (nabor) in St . Petersburg to the

arrival of the uniformed, but still untrained recruits in their regiments a

full five months was needed . 28 Satisfactory though the system seemed to the

officials involved, the peasants did everything they could to avoid recruitment .

Many fled during the process of the call-up and returned to their villages later ,

where they were hidden despite severe penalities for both the recruit and the

community as a whole . Self-mutilation was common and frequently not discovere d

and punished . Of 8465 recruits presented for service in Moscow in 1838, onl y

2527 (30%) were accepted as fit . 29

Of all the issues relating to recruitment, the one that received the great-

est attention was the purchase of substitutes, a practice that was widespread

but governed by complex and changing regulations . The state evidently neve r

found the current situation satisfactory because it was constantly tinkering

with the rules, right down to the sweeping reforms of 1874 . One view, expressed

in an 1832 memo, was that the right to hire a replacement gave the "solid citizen, "

useful to society, the right to be replaced by "persons who are alone, poor ,

shiftless, and a burden to society ." Nevertheless the reports are full of de-

scriptions of abuses of the system, of men tricked or coerced into signing up

by agents, and so forth . 30 In the last fifty years of the old regime the genera l

tendency of government policy was to restrict the right to purchase substitute s

by requiring that they come from the same area and social group for example, bu t

the provision was never totally eliminated down to 1874 .

The state strove, at least in theory, to avoid leaving families withou t

able-bodied workers, but the condition of the records was such that no accurate
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judgement of the eligible workers in a given family was made, even if the offi-

cials involved were entirely honest and efficient . One report noted that the

exemption of short men produced great injustices, leaving some families un-

touched and others impoverished . Nicholas I refused, however, to reduce th e

height requirement to that used during the wartime emergency period of 1812-13 . 3 1

But despite all these defects and the crushing sacrifices demanded of some, i t

was abandoned only when the military requirements of the second half of th e

19th century dictated the introduction of universal short-term service to pro -

vide a large reserve force of trained men . 32

If we shift our attention from the individual recruit to the peasant societ y

and economy as a whole the picture (Table V) becomes less bleak . In a typica l

five year period a village with 100 male souls could expect to lose from one t o

three young men . Twice in the 18th century the drain reached four per hundre d

in five years, and only twice, during the Napoleonic invasion and the Crimea n

War, did it ever significantly exceed four . The overall average for the year s

1826-1873 is only very slightly higher than for the preceding 125 years ( .54 men

per year, per hundred, compared to .46) . In 1874 the old system was finall y

abandoned, and universal (in theory) short-term service was instituted to permi t

the development of a large trained reserve force and permit reduction in the

standing army .

If we assume that in the 18th century the supply of peasant labor wa s

usually the limiting factor in agricultural production but that this tended to

be less frequently the case as the 19th century proceeded and population densit y

particularly in the central black earth provinces grew, it seems likely that

the impact of recruitment on agricultural production was constant or possibl y

declining . An average of about one man per hundred every two years does no t

seem to be a loss that would have a major economic impact on a village . Of
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course the losses came in spurts, corresponding to the army's need for manpower ,

but except for the years 1812-1814 and 1853-1855 the spurts were never long -

lived .

Much more important than the loss in agricultural output, and in turn hea d

taxes for the state and revenues for the landlord, was the fact that once th e

peasant left the village he immediately ceased to be productive, or at least

self-sufficient, but had to be supported for the rest of his life . As we have

already seen, the major cost of the army was food and clothing . The crude per

soldier annual cost of the army was about 50 rubles in the late 18th centur y

(total budget divided by number of forces) . At that time a peasant paid 1 rubl e

head tax per year plus about another .6 rubles from the vodka tax, if he dran k

the average amount . The state revenue from approximately 31 male peasants wa s

required to support each one who was taken away to be a soldier . A similar

calculation for 1763 yields a comparable 26 peasants needed to support one

soldier . In 1850 the figure is 23 peasants per soldier, and in 1897 the revenue

derived from 34 peasants was needed . Given the very rough nature of these cal-

culations no special significance can be placed on the rather slight changes

over the years, but it is most striking that the number of productive member s

of society needed to support one soldier remains approximately the same for

nearly 150 years .
3 3

Far more complex and difficult to assess than the diversion of peasan t

labor into the army is the assumed diversion of much of the upper class male

population into a career as army officers . Service to the state (military o r

civil) was required by law until 1762 and was normal for reasons of prestige

and frequently economic necessity for the rest of the 18th century . In the 19th

century civilian service became more popular and gradually other career oppor -

tunities developed .
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In 1720 there were about 4300 active commissioned officers, in 1731 a maximu m

of 5000, probably considerably fewer . By 1762 the total may have approache d

10,000, in 1801 13,000, in 1826 26,425, in 1850 almost the same number, 27,209 ,

and by 1897, 38,008 . 34 The striking thing about these figures is how smal l

they are . The usual assumption among Russian historians has been that most o f

the gentry was in service as officers most of the time prior to the abolitio n

of compulsory service in 1762 even when allowance for exemptions and retiremen t

is made . However, if we accept Kabuzan's estimate of about 50,000 male noble s

not in military service in 1762 and add a fairly accurate figure of 1200 noble s

in civil service in 1755 to the 10,000 military officers, we get 11,200 or abou t

19 percent of the total male noble population in government service at the 1 4

rank or higher . Even if we assume that half of the total of 60,000 nobles wer e

under 16 or over 50, that would still leave 63 percent not in service at office r

rank . Military officers alone amounted to 17 percent of the nobility. A com-

parable calculation for 1800 yields 35 percent of total male nobles in stat e

service with rank, an increase almost entirely attributable to the very larg e

increase in the civil service . Military officers alone accounted for 15 percent

of the total, down only slightly since the mid-18th century . 35 The conclusion

to be drawn from these admittedly approximate calculations is that althoug h

a substantial, but undetermined, number of nobles were serving in both civi l

and military positions below the 14 rank (non-commissioned officers and enliste d

men in the army, clerks in the civil service), the proportion in service wa s

almost certainly less than it has generally been assumed to have been .

Between 1800 and the middle of the 19th century there was a significan t

decline in the proportion of the total noble population involved in militar y

service . There was a rapid rise in the number of positions available, partic-

ularly on the civil side (116% growth compared to a 62% rise in the number of
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military officers) . The total number of hereditary nobles grew 84 percent be-

tween 1800 and 1857 and the proportion of nobles in military service probabl y

declines, to 56 percent of military officers in 1864 . On the civil side th e

proportion of nobles remained roughly the same in the first half of the century .

The end result is that by the mid-19th century while 32 percent of the nobility

is in state service above rank 14, only 8 percent are in military service a s

officers . By 1897, however, there is a substantial decline in the proportio n

of the total nobility serving the state to about 17 percent while militar y

service alone is down only slightly to about 7 percent . Thus not only is the

nobility's impact on both civil and military service declining as more and more

non-nobles enter service, but, and even more strikingly, the impact of th e

service life on the nobility as a whole must have declined as the proportio n

of nobles involved decreased . At high rank levels in both the military an d

the civil hierarchy nobles retained their predominance . Within the socially

and economically diverse category we call "nobles" there was certainly an elite

group that retained a strong tradition of devotion to state service . It mus t

be noted, of course, that the figures discussed above indicate the proportion

of nobles in service at a particular time, not the proportion who had see n

service at some time during their lives, undoubtedly a much larger number .

The typical pattern of the military career, the social background of th e

officer corps, and the relationship of officers to landholding prior to th e

late 19th century are all questions that remain largely unexplored, in shar p

contrast to the extensive work done recently on the civil service by both Sovie t

and Western scholars . 36 We are very much in the same position as students o f

the civil service were fifteen years ago when they had little more to go on

than the highly misleading but vivid impressions one got from reading Gogol' s

Inspector General or the Overcoat . The officers we think of tend to inhabit
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War and Peace or The Hero of Our Times . We do have one fine study by M .D .

Rabinovich that provides a beginning for the discussion of the army officer s

as a social group . 37 Summarizing Rabinovich's careful discussion very briefly :

in the 1720s 62 percent of officers were of noble origin, 12 percent were for-

eigners (33 percent at the staff level), and some 35 percent had no land at all .

Even among the noble officers there was a small group that had no land or rela-

tives with land, and many had very small holdings . The Petrine era was clearl y

a time when access to the upper class via military service was a real possibility ;

the non-landed element, as in the civil service in later years, was substantia l

and the number of foreigners was lower than one is often led to expect . Com-

parable data for later periods have not been compiled, except for the late 19t h

century . A reasonable assumption would be that as conditions stabilized in th e

18th century fewer non-nobles managed to achieve commissioned officer statu s

(and thereby membership in the hereditary nobility) . Data on civil official s

in the late 18th and mid-nineteenth century suggest that there was a substantial

group of men who served at non-commissioned levels for many years and eventuall y

achieved promotion to at least the lower rungs of the commissioned office r

ladder, but frequently too late to enable all of their sons to claim hereditar y

nobility . About 30 percent of civil officials around 1800 and around 1850 wer e

"sons of commissioned officers," i .e ., men born before their fathers achieve d

noble status and therefore ineligible for it themselves . 38 Whether this wa s

a self-perpetuating group that never quite made it to the status of hereditary

nobility, or whether there was a steady influx from other classes is impossible

to say at present . Since the size of the army did not change greatly from th e

end of the Great Northern War to the late 18th century one is inclined to sus-

pect that there was relatively little opportunity for men who were totally

unconnected with military service to gain admission . In the early nineteenth
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century the size of the army grew rapidly and a new influx may have occurred then .

We do know that by 1864 only 56 percent of the officer corps as a whole wer e

nobles . Surprisingly, the proportion changed very little down to the end of th e

old regime (1874 52%, 1897 52%, and 1912 51% noble) .

Nevertheless, whatever the percentages involved, a military career wa s

probably the most prestigious career for a young nobleman to follow in the 18t h

and well into the 19th century . To prepare for it the state gradually develope d

a limited number of educational institutions . In the hectic days of Peter I

there were crash courses in the "three Rs" for men entering or already in service .

For the more technically demanding branches, artillery and engineering, office r

schools were opened, and finally in 1731 the famous Corps of Noble Cadets wa s

established . Except for the basic efforts taken by Peter to get a reasonabl e

supply of semi-literate officers these schools had really very little to do wit h

the army . The Corps of Noble Cadets was established to enable young nobles t o

enter active military service as commissioned officers, instead of as enliste d

men as had been required by Peter . It was an elite institution that, along wit h

the guards regiments, enabled the most influential noblemen to help their son s

on the way to a successful career . The currciulum covered "geometry, fortifica-

tion, artillery, drawing, fencing, riding, 'other military subjects', history ,

geography, jurisprudence, dancing, music and 'other useful subjects accordin g

to talent' . "

The truth of the matter was that 18th century warfare did not need ver y

much special theoretical training . The patterns of drill were complex but the y

were best learned "on the job" from experienced practitioners . The technology

of weapons, even the artillery, was simple . The most complex aspect of 18t h

century warfare, fortification and siegecraft, was less important for Russi a

than for other European powers for geographical reasons, and it was alway s

39
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possible to hire a few foreign specialists to provide needed expertise in tha t

complex art . In France there was no formal training for officers until 1751 an d

the great debate over the curriculum in the military schools during the las t

years of the old regime was whether mathematics or the classics was the bes t

route to instilling qualities of leadership . It was recognized that the pro -

posed mathematics curriculum far exceeded any possible practical need for mathe -

4 0
matics that could arise .

In a quantitative sense the special military schools in Russia had rela-

tively little impact . Between 1762 and 1800 the Corps of Noble Cadets accepted

2186 students, graduated 985, of whom 820 became officers . The vast majority

of officers were young men who were promoted through the ranks to commissione d

officer rank . 41 It was therefore actual military service, rather than forma l

military education that had the greatest impact on the upper class in Russia .

In the 19th century, and particularly during the second half, the overal l

quantitative impact of military service on the nobility declined . There was ,

however, an expansion and improvement in military education, particularly i n

the 1870s under the leadership of the famous reforming Minister of War, Dmitri i

Miliutin . The literature on the officer corps in the late 19th and early 20t h

centuries is already fairly extensive and is rapidly growing . 42 Only a few o f

the main conclusions of this literature will be mentioned here . The officer

corps, never homogeneous, became even more diverse in terms of the social an d

economic background of its members . Despite the general upgrading of education ,

the general level of training remained poor . The differences between the more

and less privileged branches of the service and the graduates of schools o f

differing quality continued to be very great . The emergence of a true "elite

of merit" comprising the graduates of the Academy of the General Staff had littl e

effect on the divisions in the officer corps as a whole, and indeed though it
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was open to men of all backgrounds it tended to exacerbate the effect because i t

was such a very small group . 4 3

The economic position of the military officer was very bad, so bad tha t

except for persons from the lowest social orders the career of an officer wa s

not attractive . There remained, of course, the traditional elite of men wit h

independent means who trained in the Corps of Cadets and served in the elite

Guards regiments . Efforts to foster an espirit de corps among officers as a

whole by, for example, maintaining the practice of dueling had limited succes s

and served only to isolate the officers from the rest of society, and to under -

mine their status in the eyes of other educated Russians . Little about their

way of life, frequently marked by excessive drinking even by Russian standard s

and neglect of duties, would seem to have recommended them as a symbol of nationa l

honor or achievement .
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Part IV

The Russian Military, Russian Society and the Soviet Experienc e

The Soviet army today, the army that was created by Trotsky during th e

civil war, is essentially a conventional army, similar in its essential fea-

tures to present-day Western armies and to their 19th century predecessors .

The enthusiastic experiments with a "people ' s militia " so beloved of pre-

revolutionary socialist tradition were short-lived and quickly collapsed . O f

necessity the Bolshiviks turned to former Tarist officers and non-coms t o

staff the Red army during the crisis years of the civil war during the earl y

1920 ' s . The "worker's militia " had proved to be totally ineffective an d

unreliable in combat . There has been no move away from this traditional pat -

tern in the years since the 1920 ' s, indeed the traditional aspects of the

Soviet army have been strengthened and reinforced . 44

First and foremost the Soviet ' s basic system of recruitment is tha t

established by Dimitrii Miliutin in the great military reform act of 1874 .

It is, theoretically, universal military service for all young men but wit h

extensive exemptions, particularly for those with advanced education . Under

the Miliutin system young men with higher education became officers an d

served short terms . Similarly the contemporary Soviet practice is that th e

youth with no interest in a military career and the ability to undertak e

higher education escapes with the minimal of military training, probabl y

less demanding than an American ROTC course with no significant post-gradua-

tion peacetime service requirement .

The professional officer corps today, as in the past, remains a separat e

entity within the society, trained in special institutions and little inte-

grated into other areas of Soviet life . The category "noble " no longe r

exists, but the problem of whether or not an hereditary privileged elite
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has developed, or is developing in the USSR, is being more and more fre-

quently discussed . It is certainly an open question as to whether or no t

the Soviet officer corps and the system of military education permits o r

even accelerates this development .

The old Imperial army officer corps contained a mixture of elements :

an elite based on heredity and wealth-the noble officers in the guard s

regiments, the superelite of merit-'the graduates of the Academy of th e

General Staff (which even included guards officers who got there on thei r

merits), and a mass of mostly non-noble officers who were indifferentl y

trained and very poorly paid . A prosepographical analysis of data on Sovie t

officers over a long period of time would almost certainly reveal comparabl e

types of divisions within the professional Soviet officer corps . Not, o f

course, exactly the same ones, but nevertheless involving various mixture s

of " privilege, " " talent " and " institutional tradition . "

Miliutin regarded the army as a "national university " that taught

basic skills to simple peasant recruits and developed technical educatio n

for officer candidates . Although Soviet recruits are literate, this educa-

tional function continues and the army has been particularly important i n

facilitating the massive movement of population from the land to the cities .

Equally important in both periods has been its role in at least partiall y

integrating the various nationalities of the multi-national Tsarist an d

Soviet Empires . As the largest and most comprehensive national institution ,

for centuries the army has had the function of facilitating Russianization ,

even at times when this was not an official state policy . The ambitiou s

young man from a minority nationality could aspire for a successful caree r

in the Imperial Army only if he had adequate command of the Russian language ,

and the same is true to day . 45
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The Soviet professional military officer lives in a world apart fro m

the rest of Soviet society . There is little of the moving back and forth

between the military and industry, much less the academic world, that i s

fairly common in the West . In this respect the Soviets are following the

Imperial tradition as it developed in the nineteenth century, in contras t

to the more flexible pattern that characterized the eighteenth century, whe n

it is difficult to separate civilian and military careers at all .

On a symbolic level the Soviet military have introduced decoration s

that commemorate Imperial military heroes, the title "Guards", the elite reg-

iments, and the basic pattern of miltary ranks that was established by Pete r

the Great in 1722 . Particularly significant in this respect is the reviva l

of the the once condemned " feudal institution" , the officers' courts of hono r

(offitserskie sudy chesti) . It is an institution unknown in contemporary

Western armies, but derives directly from its lmperial predecessors .

	

All o f

these Soviet policies and many similar ones undoubtedly reflect the con-

tinuing emphasis on the priority of "national " (patriotic) sentiment amon g

professional men . The pre-revolutionary motto "Faith, Tsar, Fatherland"

has been abandoned, but its substance aparently remains under slightl y

altered nomenclature.46

In the Imerial period the officer corps remained loyal to the ol d

regime, even the largley non-professional corps of reserve officers tha t

predominated in the Imperial forces at the end of World War I . Only after

the collapse of the Tsarist government when there was no other alternativ e

did some choose to support the new (Bolshevik) regime as the successor tha t

could best maintain national integrity while others chose to support on e

or another of the anti-Bolshivik movements during the civil war . Since

the Soviet officer corps is essentially the same type of organization as
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the Imperial one we must assume that their pattern of loyalty is compar-

able as long as the central political institutions remain intact .

The non-political character of the pre-revolutionary officer corp s

is one of its striking features . Even though Imperial Russia gloried i n

its military tradition and the Tsars, perhaps with the exception o f

Alexander III, liked to assume a public military posture and were muc h

interested in the details of military life, there are only a few example s

of what could be called "military intervention " in politics . While, as

noted earlier, in the eighteenth century it was virtually impossible t o

distinguish military from civil officials . In the nineteenth century govern-

ment became bureaucratized under the domination of professional civi l

servants to a remarkable degree and, on the whole, professional officer s

did not become involved in the process of governmental-decision makin g

except in areas directly affecting them . The tradition has been maintaine d

in the Soviet Union, despite the high status of the military . The Com-

munist Party has been careful to maintain its primary role in the politica l

area . The pattern has been similar in other Communist countries, with ,

of course the very noteworthy exception of the recent emergence of th e

military as the paramount political force in Poland .

Another continuing factor of major importance for the Imperial an d

Soviet Armies, has been Russia ' s position of relative technological back-

wardness, compared to its Western rivals . However it is essential t o

remember, as demonstrated in the present study, that this factor ha s

historically varied greatly in significance at different periods . The

convulsive and intense efforts of Peter the Great in the early 18th centur y

enabled Russia to maintain technological parity and a very strong militar y

position because for nearly 150 years the European-wide technology of war-
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fare remained very nearly static . The great successes of the early nine-

teenth century produced a feeling of overconfidence which probably explain s

Russia ' s modest technical deficiences at the time of the Crimean War (1853 -

56) . In the later nineteenth century the problem of maintaining technolog-

ical parity became more serious and expensive . Although the present study has

demonstrated that the most serious miltary budgetary problem was the over -

all size of forces there is evidence that the cost of new weapons was on e

of the motivations that prompted Nicholas II's call for an internationa l

conference at the Hague to end the arms race in 1898 . Throughout the

Soviet period military needs for modern weapons have received high priorit y

in Soviet planning but, at the same time, calls for disarmament sugges t

that similar budgetary pressures continue to act in the present day .

The Soviets have also continued to maintain the Imperial policy o f

having very large numbers of men under arms . Careful analysis of curren t

Soviet miltary budgets might reveal that this factor, as in the Imperia l

period, is as important or more important than the expenditure on weapons .

In the light of demographic projections of a tight labor supply in th e

coming decades in the USSR this quantitative factor may be of particula r

significance and the Soviets may have to consider a modification in thei r

tradition of maintaining large forces that is at least 200 years old .

The story of Trotskii ' s use of former Imperial officers in the forma-

tion of the Red Army during the Civil War is well-known and need not b e

repeated here . It should be noted here however that the introduction o f

such men brought with it institutions and ideas that long out lived the in-

dividuals, whether or not they lived to retire, fell in battle, or wer e

swept away in the purges of the 1930 ' s . As David Jones and C .D . Bellamy

have noted their ideas have dominated military writing down to the present
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day . Current Soviet doctrine on the basic principles of war, as describe d

by Savkin in 1972 for example, are essentially those of the Imperial Fiel d

Service Regulations of 1912 . Even as the ranks of the "old guard " were

beginning to thin in the 1930 ' s, for both natural and unnatural reasons ,

the wave of social conservatism that swept Russian society in general di d

not by-pass the army as sharp pay differentials, special stores for officers ,

personal servants for officers and even ballroom dancing class at the Wa r

Academy . As Jones observes all that remained to complete the restoration

of pre-revolutionary officers life was a restoration of dueling as a n

officially encouraged activity . 48

Just as the recruitment system used by the Soviets is essentially tha t

introduced by Miliutin in 1874 military districts still preserve the struc-

ture that was one of Miliutin ' s first major reforms, introduced in 1862 .

Nor is it surprising that the strategic imperatives of Russia ' s basic de-

fense policy have much in common with the past . After all, Russia is stil l

in the same place in the physical world, revolution or not . It still has

long borders to defend and there are few natural barriers that assist i n

the defense of the heart of the country . Poland is as crucial fo r

Brezhnev as it was for Nicholas I and Nicholas II .

The detailed discussion of the Imperial military budget demonstrate d

that technological change and the industrialization of warfare in th e

19th century had a surprisingly limited impact on the general pattern o f

military expenditures, both in terms of the allocation of funds withi n

the Ministry of War to various spending categories and in terms of th e

relationship of total military costs to the total state budget . The great

advantage of this approach is that it avoids the problem of the changin g

values of currency and permits extensive comparison with other countries .
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A comparable analysis of Soviet military expenditure might well yiel d

similarly surprising results . After all, compared to the United States ,

the USSR is a relatively poor country striving with all its might to pla y

the role of a great power . Are the Soviet leaders ' budgetary problems

best understood in terms of the cost of complex weapons systems, analogou s

to the cost of new artillery and capital ships to the Imperial regime? O r

since, consistent with centuries of tradition the USSR maintains very larg e

forces, is the gross size of the military establishment and the basic main-

tenance cost involved the bulk of the economic burden still, as it was down

to 1914? The relevance of such an analysis to the problem of arms reductio n

and disarmament is obvious .

A great advantage of studying the Imperial army and the society tha t

produced it is that, despite problems of access to sources, the materia l

is there and the process of development complete . We can, with effort ,

begin to piece together the "whole story " over a long period of time an d

determine what is a temporary abberation, caused by a war or a series o f

bad harvests, and what is a basic condition or long-term trend . Thus the

study of the pre-revolutionary army and society in Russia should revea l

not only the elements of continuity and discontinuity between the tw o

periods, but more significantly, suggest basic questions that should be con-

sidered when examining the Soviet military in the context of Soviet society .



Table I

POPULATION AND SIZE OF ARMIES, MID 18th CENTURY THROUGH c .1900 - in thousand s

Country Mid- 18th Century c .1800 c .1850 c .190 0

Army as % Army as % Army as % Army as %

Population Army

	

of pop .

	

Pop . Army of pop .

	

Pop . Army of pop .

	

Pop . Army of pop .

Russia 23,230 1 292 4

	

1 .3

	

37,414 1 446 8 1 .2

	

56,8821 11188 2 .0

	

126,367 10 10338 0 . 8

France 22,0002 330 5

	

1 .5

	

29,107 10 3509 1 .2

	

37,38211 404 11 1 .1

	

38,13310 573 12 1 . 5

Austria 18,3002 2016

	

1 .1

	

21,69510 3259 1 .5

	

35,019 11 26911 0 .8

	

41,286 10 337 12 0 . 8

Prussia 3,659 3 1557

	

4 .2

	

5,704 3 109 9 1 . 9

Germany 30,367 11 345 11 1 .2

	

49,42810 492 12 0 .9

1Kabuzan, p . 164 for 1762, 1797 and 1850 .

2 Jerome Blum, The End of the Old Order in Rural Europe, p . 241 .

3J . Conrad, et .al ., Handwörterbuch der Staatswissenschaften, II (Jena, 1891), p . 435 for 1752 and 1790 .

4Zhuravskii, Voennyi Sbornik, no . 9, 1858, p . 57 .
5
Kennett, p . 77 (average for 1757-1762) .

6Duffy (1977), p . 179 for 1756 .

7Beskrovnyi (1958), p . 266 for 1756 .

8Beskrovnyi (1973), p . 12 for 1801, p . 16 for 1850 (regular forces only, p . 44 for 1897 (peacetime regular forces) ,
pp . 127, 171 and 188 for France (1805), Austria (1808), and Prussia (1813) .

9Gunther Rothenberg, The Art of Warfare in the Age of Napoleon (London, 1977) .
10

B .R . Mitchell, European Historical Statistics, 1750-1975, Austria 1918 (total Austria plus Hungary), France 1806 ,
Russia 1897, France 1891, Austria-Hungary 1890, Germany (all states) 1891 .

11
Statesman's Yearbook (London) for 1864, French population 1861, Army 1864, Austria population 1857, Army 1864 ,
Germany (all German states, excluding Austria) for 1864 .

12
Ibid ., for 1891, France 1890, Austria 1891, Germany 1891 .

Note : Army figures are, as far as possible, peacetime strengths excluding reserve forces . The number of trained
men available on short notice of course increases rapidly throughout the 19th century as universal militar y
training becomes' more widespread .
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Table I I

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MILITARY COSTS 1731-187 5
(Data for Various Years )

I . 1731

	

Infantry Regiment Heavy Cavalry Regimen t

Pay, food, uniforms 89% 58 %

Officers rations 3 4

Horses

	

(remounts) 0 .3 1 7

Fodder 1 1 2

Muskets and acoutrements 6 10

Source : Zhurayskii, Voennyi sbornik no . 9 (1858), p . 30 .

II . 1763 - Costs for a regiment (percent )

Weapons

	

(Muskets, swords, pistols, artillery pieces ,
and powder and shot) 1 . 3

Artillery practice (excluding powder) 2 . 2

Subtotal 3 . 5

Pay 56 . 0

Food, salt and meat 14 . 6

Uniforms and acoutrements 17 . 9

Transportation and horses 2 . 2

Rations for horses 5 . 1

Subtotal 95 . 8

Source : TsGVIA, f . 23, op . 1, d . 938, chast II, SVIAZKA 26, p . 35 ;
data for artillery and shot estimated from costs in TsGADA, f . 20 ,
Gosarkhiv, d . 197, pp . 122-123 .
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Table I I

III . 1796 - Artillery amount to 3 .5 % of total army costs . (F . von Stein ,

Geschichte des Russischen Heeres (Hannover, 1885), p . 204 . )

1803

	

Pay

	

31 %

Food

	

3 8

Uniforms

	

1 1

Weapons ,
"Equipment, "
Horses and
Medical

(Stoletie, vol . V, part 1, pp . 89-90 . )

IV . 1798 - Total Army Statutory Budget, excluding artillery and uniforms

Pay

	

30 %

Food

Fodder

Weapons and
Acoutrement s

V. 1829 - Actual expenditure s

Artillery Department

	

1 .8 %

Commissariat (uniforms & pay)

	

46 . 5

Provisions Department

	

32 . 8

Remainder

	

26 . 1

Source : TsGVIA, f . 1, op . 1, d . 7603, p . 74 (for departmental figures) ;
Ministerstvo Finansov 1802-1902 vol . I, p . 628 for total military
budget .

1 5

2 4

17

28
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Table I I

VI. 1835-36

	

Military Budge t

1835

	

(spent) 1836

	

(planned )

Artillery Dept . 5 .2% 4 .5 %

Commissariat 45 .6 47 . 8

Provision Department 45 .8 42 . 6

Others 3 .4 5 .1

Source : TsGVIA, f . VUA, d . 17449, pp . 1-2 .

VII . 1847-1857 Per capita cost of one soldier (excludes officer corps an d
artillery) for one year, in rubles, as calculated by the
Ministry of War .

rb .
1847

rb .
185 7

% of total % of total

Pay 3 .50 10 .0 3 .50 8 . 4

Food 15 .10 43 .0 20 .97 50 . 1

Uniforms 15 .57 44 .3 16 .23 38 . 8

Weapons &
Practice

0 .91 2 .6 1 .14 2 . 7

Total 35 .08 41 .84

Source : TsGVIA, f . 1, op . 1, d . 23608, p . 83 .



Table II I

VARIOUS EXPENDITURES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MILITARY (AND FORCES) BUDGET
(Excludes special wartime expenses, includes "estraordinary" expenses for rearmament )

1863 1864 1965 1966 1967 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 187 5

Pay 18 .4 18 .2 18 .9 20 .6 19 .2 16 .8 16 .9 16 .5 15 .7 17 .5 16 .7 16 .6 18 . 9

Quarters 0 .7 0 .7 0 .6 0 .9 1 .1 1 .7 1 .0 1 .2 1 .2 1 .2 1 .9 1 .9 4 . 7

Food 26 .1 24 .2 26 .7 28 .2 22 .7 27 .9 26 .0 24 .6 22 .9 22 .7 23 .2 21 .7 19 . 7

Fodder 10 .9 12 .3 12 .2 10 .7 8 .8 7 .7 8 .1 8 .3 7 .6 8 .2 8 .6 8 .2 8 . 3

Uniforms 12 .5 11 .0 13 .8 10 .8 12 .7 11 .3 10 .9 11 .1 12 .2 10 .3 10 .2 10 .8 9 . 1

Weapons 1 .5 5 .2 3 .5 3 .14 7 .1 6 .99 8 .97 13 .5 13 .7 13 .1 12 .1 10 .3 9 . 3

Construction 5 .7 5 .7 5 .7 6 .2 10 .2 10 .0 9 .6 9 .4 9 .2 9 .5 9 .2 8 .7 6 . 6

All othe r
items

24 .2 22 .7 18 .6 19 .5 18 .2 17 .6 18 .5 15 .4 17 .5 17 .5 18 .1 21 .8 23 .4



Table II

1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888

Pay 19 .8 20 .3 19 .9 21 .2 20 .6 24 .0 23 .7 22 .9 22 .8 23 .3 23 . 5

Quarters 4 .9 5 .1 5 .3 5 .5 6 .2 6 .2 7 .2 6 .8 6 .6 6 .7 6 . 5
a a

Food 19 .2 19 .2 19 .3
as

19 .4 26 .9 22 .7 22 .3 21 .7 20 .4 19 .6 18 . 8
a a
H H

Fodder 8 .4 8 .5 9 .0 10 .4 9 .6 10 .6 9 .9 9 .7 9 .6 9 .1 9 .0
m

Uniforms 9 .4 8 .7 9 .1 8 .7 4 .1 4 .1 6 .1 7 .8 8 .2 8 .8 9 . 5
E~ H
O O

Weapons 8 .8 9 .8 10 .4 z 9 .4 8 .7 7 .3 z 7 .0 6 .0 5 .7 6 .1 6 . 3

Construction 5 .9 6 .5 6 .2 5 .8 5 .8 4 .8 5 .5 6 .4 7 .7 7 .3 6 . 9

All other
23 .6 21 .9 20 .8 19 .6 18 .1 20 .3 18 .3 18 .7 19 .0 19 .1 19 . 5

items



Table III

1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901

Pay 23 .9 22 .9 21 .8 22 .2 21 .4 20 .9 21 .5 20 .6 21 .7 22 .4 21 .2 21 .9 22 . 4

Quarters 6 .3 6 .0 5 .4 5 .4 5 .2 5 .3 5 .5 5 .4 5 .7 6 .1 6 .3 6 .4 6 . 5

Food 18 .6 17 .3 14 .8 14 .8 14 .4 14 .0 14 .6 14 .2 14 .5 15 .9 14 .8 14 .1 14 . 3

Fodder 8 .2 7 .6 6 .2 6 .3 6 .1 5 .9 5 .9 5 .7 6 .2 6 .5 5 .8 5 .6 5 . 7

Uniforms 8 .7 8 .9 7 .2 7 .7 7 .6 7 .8 7 .8 7 .4 8 .5 8 .1 7 .7 8 .1 7 . 7

Weapons 5 .7 9 .7 11 .5 11 .5 14 .7 16 .2 13 .0 12 .9 12 .8 11 .3 9 .8 10 .8 10 . 2

Construction 6 .8 6 .4 6 .9 6 .7 6 .8 7 .2 6 .8 6 .7 8 .1 7 .4 8 .1 7 .6 7 . 8

All othe r
items

21 .8 21 .2 26 .2 25 .4 23 .8 22 .7 24 .9 27 .1 22 .5 22 .3 26 .3 25 .5 25 .4



Table III

1902

	

1903

	

1904

	

1905

	

1906

	

1907

	

1908

	

1909

	

1910

	

1911

	

1912

	

1913

	

191 4

Pay

	

22 .3

	

22 .3

	

21 .2

	

21 .9

	

21 .0

	

19 .1

	

20 .0

	

22 .6

	

23 .9

	

24 .8

	

23 .6

	

21 .6

	

21 . 6

Quarters

	

6 .9

	

6 .5

	

6 .0

	

6 .0

	

5 . 9	 N 0 T

	

A V A I L A B L E 	

Food

	

15 .1

	

15 .2

	

13 .6

	

14 .3

	

13 .9

	

20 .4

	

22 .2

	

23 .1

	

22 .4

	

21 .3

	

21 .3

	

19 .8

	

20 . 5

Fodder

	

5 . 8

	

6 .0

	

5 . 8

	

6 .0

	

5 .8	 N O T

	

A V A I L A B L E	

Uniforms

	

6 .3

	

6 .5

	

6 .4

	

7 .4

	

7 .6

	

8 .0

	

9 .6

	

8 .8

	

8 .6

	

8 .6

	

8 .2

	

7 .8

	

7 . 7

Weapons*

	

10 .3

	

11 .8

	

11 .3

	

12 .2

	

12 .5

	

7 .5

	

8 .9

	

9 .9

	

11 .8

	

12 .8

	

11 .4

	

12 .1

	

11 . 2

Construction

	

7 .7

	

6 .1

	

5 . 8

	

5 .2

	

5 .0	 N 0 T

	

A V A I L A B L E	

All other

	

25 .6

	

25 .6

	

29 .9

	

27 .0

	

28 .3

	

45 .0

	

39 .3

	

35 .6

	

33 .3

	

32 .5

	

35 .5

	

38 .7

	

39 . 0
items

*From 1907 onwards the categories included change and figures may not be precisely comparable with those before 1907 .



Table IV
-51 -

Percentage Distribution of State Budget Expenditures :
1725-1914

	

Year

	

Army

	

Navy

	

Total Military

	

Remainder

	

17251

	

50 .4

	

14 .1

	

64 .5

	

35 . 5

	

1734 1

	

58 .1

	

13 .3

	

71 .4

	

28 . 6

	

1764 2

	

40 .4

	

5 .7

	

46 .1

	

53 . 9

	

1773 2

	

34 .5

	

4 .0

	

38 .5

	

61 . 5

	

1781 2

	

26 .3

	

8 .0

	

34 .3

	

65 . 7

	

1796 2

	

28 .4

	

9 .0

	

37 .4

	

62 . 6

1804-09 3 (avg .)

	

40 .1

	

9 .6

	

49 .7

	

50 . 3

	

1810-14

	

55 .2

	

6 .0

	

61 .2

	

38 . 8

	

1815-19

	

46 .1

	

5 .0

	

51 .1

	

48 . 9

	

1820-24

	

40 .3

	

5 .5

	

45 .8

	

54 . 2

	

1825-29

	

37 .8

	

6 .6

	

44 .4

	

55 . 6

	

1830-34

	

35 .1

	

6 .8

	

41 .9

	

58 . 1

	

1835-39

	

34 .4

	

6 .7

	

41 .1

	

58 . 9

	

1840-44

	

33 .8

	

6 .6

	

40 .4

	

59 . 6

	

1845-49

	

33 .1

	

5 .9

	

39 .0

	

61 . 0

	

1850-54

	

31 .2

	

6 .2

	

37 .4

	

62 . 6

	

1855-59

	

35 .6

	

5 .4

	

41 .0

	

59 . 0

	

1860-64

	

30 .6

	

5 .5

	

36 .1

	

63 . 9

	

1865-69

	

29 .0

	

4 .3

	

33 .3

	

66 . 7

	

1870-74

	

28 .0

	

4 .0

	

32 .0

	

68 . 0

	

1875-79

	

28 .8

	

4 .2

	

33 .0*

	

67 . 0

	

1880-84

	

26 .8

	

3 .9

	

30 .7*

	

69 . 3

	

1885-89

	

22 .8

	

4 .4

	

27 .2

	

72 . 8

	

1890-94

	

23 .8

	

4 .3

	

28 .1

	

71 . 9

	

1895-99

	

18 .7

	

5 .5

	

24 .2

	

75 . 8

1900-044

	

17 .3

	

5 .2

	

22 .4*

	

77 . 6

	

1905-09

	

18 .9

	

4 .4

	

23 .3*

	

76 . 7

	

1910-14

	

19 .0

	

6 .2

	

25 .2

	

74 . 8

1
Troitskii (1966), p . 243 .

2Chechulin, pp . 283, 313 .

3Figures for 1804-1902 from Ministerstvo Finansov 1802-1902, Vol . I, pp . 620-639 ,
Vol . II, p . 649 .

4Figures for 1903-1914 from TGUA, f . 1152, op . 8, "0 gosudarstvennogo rospi s
dokhodov i raskhodov na . . .god," annual volumes .

*Excludes war expenses .

• .
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Table V

Recruits Per Hundred Male Souls During Each 5-Year Perio d

1726-30 1 .5 1776-89 1 .0 1826-30 2 . 4

1731-35 1 .9 1781-85 2 .7 1831-35 2 . 1

1736-40 4 .5 1786-90 4 .0 1836-40 2 . 1

1741-45 2 .8 1791-95 1 .4 1841-45 1 . 9

1746-50 1 .3 1796-1800 1 .1 1846-50 2 . 4

1751-55 1 .0 1801-05 1 .8 1851-55 6 . 4

1756-60 2 .9 1806-10 3 .4 1856-60 0

1761-65 0 1811-15 6 .6 1861-65 2 . 1

1766-70 2 .3 1816-20 1 .6 1866-70 2 . 7

1771-75 3 .7 1821-25 0 .4 1871-75 3 . 9

Table Vb

The Same In 25-Year Period s

1726-1750 2 . 4

1751-1775 2 . 0

1776-1800 2 . 0

1801-1825 2 . 8

1826-1850 2 . 2

1851-1874* 3 .4

*Twenty-three years .

Sources : Stoletie Vol . 4, Part 1, Book 1, Section 1 (through 1824) ;
1825 through 1874 from Beskrovnyi (1973), pp . 71-86 .
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